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Introduction
Paydata has undergone a facelift over the past months. This document describes the various
changes that have been made.
Significant for all users is how an Employee’s full Tax Code is entered in the Payment tab of the
Employee Record. Previously, it was entered in 3 distinct parts (SRIT indicator, Tax Code and a
Month 1/Week 1 flag). It is now entered as 1 entity in the form that you receive Tax Codes from
HMRC. For example, S1160L. See the content section 7, tab 3 below.
As part of the update and facelift we have utilised newer versions of various libraries provided by
Microsoft (.Net Framework 4.6 for example). As a result, the Paydata package will now only run on
Windows Vista and above. Practically, this implies Windows 7 and above as very few people would
have stuck with Windows Vista. Therefore, if you are running Paydata on a Windows XP PC you will
have to upgrade to a newer platform before the end of the current tax year in order to continue
using the Paydata package. The last new Windows XP PCs were sold in 2008. Microsoft stopped
providing new security updates for Windows XP in 2014.
Content
1 Payroll Selector
This is the first dialogue window a user usually sees when opening Paydata. It allows the user to
select the payroll to work on. This now takes the form of a grid. The initial presentation of the list of
payrolls has the current ones (tax years in progress) at the top followed by previous (completed)
years ordered by pay year (most recent first). The Payroll Number is now the last column (previously
the first) as it is still necessary to know which Payroll Number you are processing. You can click on
the ‘Payroll No’ column header to re-order the list if required.

The payroll number is an internal index. The sequence may not be continuous as a result of deleting
a payroll. Creating a new payroll and the year end copy process will fill in gaps before adding to the
end of the sequence.
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2 Payroll Menu Taskbar
The icons on the menu taskbar have been adjusted.

Their function, left to right is as follows:
Exit
Change Business
Backup Data
Add New Employee
Print
Refresh
Find

- close out of the program. Like File  Exit or the top right hand cross.
- switch to another payroll. Like File  Change Business.
- launch the Backup routine. Like File  Backup Data.
- launches directly into the Add New Employee routine
- prints the selected Employee List
- re-generates the selected Employee List
- launches a Find dialogue to search for an Employee

The latter three only appear when one of the Employee Records options is open.
The Backup Data option is not present if the Database Server that hosts the payroll data is on a
computer other than the one on which the Paydata program is running (Dedicated Server
installations). Hovering the mouse on a button shows a hint.
3 Replacement of Number Up/Down boxes with Text Boxes
The previous incarnation of Paydata used a great many Number Up/Down boxes to present numeric
and monetary values.
For example:
These have been replaced for the most part with Text Boxes containing the formatted value. In the
case of monetary values, the regional setting on the PC dictate the format.
For example:

4 Introduction of Navigation Taskbars
These are Windows Tools used to aid in the navigation through and the maintenance of lists. Most
commonly you will see them above data grids but they can be used with other lists. The prime
example of the latter is the navigation of the Employee List in Employee Records Maintenance.
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Grid example, the taskbar navigates the rows in the grid:

Drop Down List example, the taskbar navigates the Employee Selector Drop Down:

Regardless of the context, operation is consistent. All navigation taskbars feature the ‘tape deck’
buttons and the current item number. Left to right, these are:
Go to first item
Go back 1 item
Current item number – you can type a number in here to go directly to that item
Go forward 1 item
Go to last item
Other common buttons are:
Yellow Plus sign
Red Cross sign
Spy Glass
Sheet of Paper
Cog

- add a new item. In the case of grids, at the end. The grid re-orders next
time
you go into an option.
- delete the current item
- launch a search dialogue box
- launch print/reporting options
- launch a maintenance routine

These only appear if it appropriate in the particular context.
5 Sick Note Recording
This function is not exactly new but it may now be switched on or off by all users. Previously, it was
enabled through the provision of specific activation keys from ourselves. It provides for the
recording of Sick Notes provided by the Employee as evidence of their incapacity to work. From
entering this information, the system will then generate the necessary data to create a Sick Pay
calculation for the pay period being processed.
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When activated, during the entry of Wages Details, the entry of Sick Pay for an employee will start in
the Sick Notes tab showing all existing Sick Notes and allowing additional entries to be made.

The row of Qualifying Days tick boxes indicates the days of the week the particular employee works.
A Sick Note entry consists of:
Start Date
End Date
Reason
- this is a ‘drop down’ list. Two Standard Reasons are provided (Doctors Line and Self
Certify). These may be supplemented with a users own using the Cog button on the navigation
taskbar.
Comment
- free text for comment
These are used to construct a Sick Pay Calculation entry for the Pay Reference Period in progress.
This is triggered when the user switches to the Sick Pay Calculations tab.

A user may fine tune the resulting entry if required. This then becomes the SSP for the employee in
the current pay run.
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Whether or not Sick Note recording is active is now a flag on the General tab of Payroll Parameters.
See the first screen shot in section 6 below.
6 Integration of Payroll Analysis/Costing with Accountsdata
For those using both Paydata and Accountsdata (Farmdata’s ledger based accounting package), it is
now possible to link a payroll with a ledger and so make the accounting analysis that a payroll run
generates available to import directly into that ledger. When a Paydata system co-exists with an
Accountsdata system, the option to make the link is present on the General tab of Payroll
Parameters.

‘Nominal Ledger for Wages Analysis’ is the item that selects the ledger to link to. This is a ‘drop
down’ of all active ledgers on a system plus a ‘(None)’ entry which is used when no linking is active.
When a link is active, all of the sections of Paydata that require Nominal Ledger Codes will validate
those codes entered against the nominated ledger. In these sections the descriptions of the codes
will appear.
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For example, General Parameters  Nominal Ledger Codes:

Employee Record  Costings:

Maintenance Routines  Addition and Deduction Codes:
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Pension Schemes  More Details:

Also, during the wages run the Cost Centres entry and Before/After Tax Additions/Deductions entry
will also validate Nominal Cost Codes.
When a payroll links to a ledger, the Complete Payroll Run option will ‘notify’ the ledger in question
that a payroll run is complete. At which point, an alert will show on the Accountsdata menu. A user
may then select that link to import the relevant payroll runs account analysis.
As a consequence of provisioning Accountsdata integration, the maximum length of all Cost Codes in
the system is extended from 11 to 16 characters.
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7 Employee Record
There are numerous cosmetic changes in the presentation of an employee record.
Tab 1 – Employee

Employees are now selected using the navigator taskbar or the Employee Selector ‘drop down’. Note
that these two components are not visible while creating a new employee.
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Tab 3 – Payment

As indicated in the introduction, Tax Code is now presented and maintained as one entity. This
should correspond to any instruction you receive from HMRC. Note that employees on a Week 1 or
Month 1 basis will be displayed with a ‘W1’ or ‘M1’ suffix, depending on the frequency of the payroll
concerned. Thus, in the above, the Tax Code would be ‘S1150LW1’ for Week 1 basis to apply. You
cannot use ‘M1’ as suffix in a week based payroll and you cannot use ‘W1’ in a month based payroll.
You may enter suffix ‘X’ in all cases to indicate Week 1/Month 1 basis applies. Note that the system
will automatically translate ‘X’ to either ‘W1’ or ‘M1’, as appropriate. You may receive, for example,
the instruction to use ‘S1150LX’ from HMRC. This simply indicates that HMRC don’t know the pay
frequency for the employee and you must use Week 1 or Month 1 as appropriate.
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Tab 6 – Cumulatives & Previous Employment

All values presented in text boxes. Monetary values formatted with currency sign.
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Tab 7 – NI Cumulative

Note that a summary of current valid NI Category Letters is displayed for reference.
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Tab 8 – Additions/Deductions

The actual item is now selected from a ‘drop down’.
Cost Code should be left blank for Before Tax Additions/Deductions when the value is to be analysed
as part of an Employee’s normal gross pay.
Nominal Code description will not appear on systems not linked to a ledger.
The Cog button on the taskbar will launch the Additions/Deductions maintenance routine. On
returning from this routine, the contents of the drop downs are automatically refreshed in order
that any new items may be selected.
Tab 9 – Holidays
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Tab 10 – Sickness

This now has two sub-tabs: Sick Notes and Sick Pay Calculations.
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Tab 11 – Average Earnings

The print option, launched from the ‘paper’ button on the navigation bar of tab 1, presents the
following options:

These are a number of the
Payroll Reports options prefiltered to the selected
employee.
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When the search option, launched from the ‘spy glass’ button on the navigator bar on tab1, is used
the mechanism will actually search the all of following fields of the Employee Records for matching
text:
Employee Number, Surname, First Name, Middle Name, Addresses 1-4, Telephone Number, Email
Address, National Insurance Number and Bank Name.
Thus, it is possible to get a list of all Employees with ‘gmail’ email addresses, for example.
8 Selected Gross Pay Details
This is a mechanism that allows the user to define the components of Gross Pay that they wish to
identify as ‘Qualifying Gross Pay’. This is becoming increasingly important for the calculation of an
Employee’s holiday pay.
We have been asked at various times about the possibility of the system calculating holiday pay.
There is, however, no definitive legislation on this subject. Therefore, we do not see it as appropriate
to provide a mechanism, akin to the SSP calculation, that would calculate and assign a value during
the payroll run. Rather we can provide a reporting tool to do and show the workings based on the
users definition of what constitutes ‘pay’ over the previous 12 weeks in which an employee was paid
and produce an average weekly wage. This can then be used as the basis of the holiday pay. The
following source appears to be a good guide on the subject:
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=4109
In order to assist users with the process we have provided the ‘Selected Gross Pay Details’ report in
Payroll Reports. The user must select the components of the Gross Pay to accumulate through a
‘Setup’ option. There are three sections which together form Total Gross Pay. These are: Standard
Payments, Before Tax Additions and Before Tax Deductions. Standard Payments comprises of Basic
Pay, Hourly Pay, SSP and SMP/ShPP/OSPP/SAP. The Setup routine is part of the Addition and
Deduction Codes maintenance function. The fifth tab is exclusively for the Standard Payments items.

The user must indicate the items to include. Users must be consistent in the use of hourly rates
across all employees if not all of the hourly pay is included. For example, reserve hourly rate 3 as the
‘Non-guaranteed overtime rate’ if that is not considered eligible for holiday pay. If selected, Hours
1will show as a distinct column. When any of Hours 2-10 are selected, the total of the selected Hours
will appear in a single column. In which case, the column header indicates the items amalgamated.
Before Tax Additions and Before Tax Deductions are user defined code lists of items that go to
construct Gross Pay. The user must indicate which to include. For example, it would be expected to
include an item described as ‘Commission’ but perhaps not one described as ‘Phone Allowance’.
Only the Employer can decide what must or must not be included.
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With the definitions in place, it is then possible to process a report. Many of the options are
common to all the Payroll Reports.

A specific function of assembling data for the Holiday Pay Calculation is that you start at a specific
pay period, selected as ‘Last Week to List’, and go back through 12 pay weeks (in the case of a
weekly payroll). However, this is not necessarily 12 consecutive weeks. It is more specifically the last
12 pay days. Historically, this would have been a major issue when crossing the pay year end as the
data in a payroll is completely pay year specific. For several years now, the Payroll Year End process
has made an archive copy of the data for the year that it is closing. This has now been tweaked so
that a live payroll will know which archive to obtain its last year data from.
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It is the ‘Selected Gross’ column that is of relevance for Holiday Pay. In particular the Average. In this
example the average weekly pay is £414.00 and that can be the basis of the Employee’s holiday pay.
For completeness and to cross reference other listings, the ‘Actual Gross’ is listed. ‘Other Pay’ is the
difference between the ‘Selected Gross’ and the ‘Actual Gross’ and therefore comprises all items not
selected for the ‘Selected Gross’.
Note that currently a maximum of 13 columns can be printed. This includes 4 Totals/Other columns.
If the user selects more than 9 items for the report, the columns on the right will not print.
9 Payroll Run – Wages Detail

Various cosmetic adjustments have been made.
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The Current Employee is indicated in the main page body. Previously, users had to refer to the list.
There is a link to the Employee Record. This allows things like Tax Code changes or rate changes to
be carried out without having to suspend the payroll run, as was the case previously. On returning
from the Employee Record the system will perform a Re-Calculate. If Rates, Wages Analysis or
Permanent Additions/Deductions have been changed, you must delete the current payment and reselect the employee.
Additions/Deductions follow the new style of entry.
Moving to another employee on the list without saving will trigger a ‘Save’ dialogue.
Selecting to Complete a run without processing everyone that the system considers to be available
to pay will trigger a dialogue query.

10 Wages Reports
These are reports that you normally produce immediately after a payroll run is complete. The
selection dialogue box has been revised.
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If emailing of documents is enabled for the payroll, the two check boxes beside the ‘Payslips’ appear.
When both are ticked and the Display or Print buttons are pressed, Payslips for employees not on
email are displayed/printed and the email document dispatcher is launched for the pay run selected.

The three Wages Analysis reports have been re-engineered in light of the revisions implemented in
employee costing and the possible integration with Accountsdata.
11 Help
In the initial release of Paydata V12, the embedded help within the application will not exactly
reflect the current functionality of Paydata. This will be addressed in a further release in the near
future.
12 End of Year P60
The 2017-2018 version of the P60 is now in place. Going forward, the format for completed years
will be retained and a ‘reprint’ from a completed year will use the format associated with the Pay
Year in question. Note that reprints for 2016-2017 and earlier will use the 2016-2017 format.
13 Converting Employee Records to mixed case
A utility has been provided to convert Employee Details to mixed case (actually Proper Case). This
may be useful for installations where data was imported from another application. It will simply scan
all employee records and, if applicable, convert various fields to mixed case. For example, ‘JOE
BLOGGS’ will become ‘Joe Bloggs’. The utility is accessed from Main Menu Bar  Utilities.
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The utility provides for processing two areas: Employee Records and Addition/Deduction
Descriptions. Within each, the utility may be set to skip items already in mixed case. In the case of
Employees, the Surname alone is compared. If it is already in mixed case and the relevant tick box is
checked, no items in the Employee record are touched.

When an Employee Record is processed, the following fields are converted:
Surname, First Name, Middle Name, Address lines 1-4, Job Title, Bank Name, Bank Branch, Partner’s
Surname, First Name and Middle Name
The process will not touch the Post Code portion of an address providing that it is the last
identifiable portion of the address lines.
Note that the function is not that bright, so all text in a field will be treated. Thus, for example,
‘LLOYDS TSB’ will become ‘Lloyds Tsb’. This is not critical in the Bank Name field. After conversion,
surnames beginning ‘Mac’ or ‘Mc’ should be corrected.
Users need to fix the case of Employer Details manually in Payroll Parameters as they are not part of
the above.
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14 Using the Master Tables from the Installed Program
Every time the Paydata package is installed or updated a master set of Tax, NI and AE Tables is
included. These were initially only used when a completely new Paydata system was initiated to
prime the relevant database tables. We have decided to make greater use of them in order to make
the annual update of the tables easier for users to apply. Obviously, these tables are set at point in
time when an update is produced. As we now invariably produce an update to Paydata in the latter
months of a Pay Year (like this one), we intend to include the next years master tables in that
update. We have, therefore, provided a mechanism to pull these master tables values into the day
to day working values.
We expect users to install updates more or less as soon as we notify them that the update is
available. In particular, those notified prior to the end of a pay tax year must be installed before any
of the year end processes are attempted. Thus, the next year tables will be sitting in the background.
With regard to usage for the annual table changes, see the forthcoming March 2018 Table Changes
document.
In addition, we have provided a option within Utilities to reset the working tables to those from the
installation master set.

Providing the Tax Year of the master set of tables matches that of the payroll being used, the
following appears:

Selecting Yes performs the reset and a Done dialogue will appear.
If the Tax years do not match the following dialogue appears:
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15 Form Sizes and Positioning
On a number of Forms (Window Dialogues), we have enabled the ability for them to remember their
size and position when they are closed. Thus, the next time they are accessed, they will open the
same size and at the same position as when they were last closed. So far, the following forms are
enabled:
Main Payroll Menu
Employee Records
Reportable Amounts (part of the EPS submission in RTI)
Addition & Deduction Code Maintenance
Wages Details (within the Payroll Run)
Sickness Entry, Holidays Entry and Employee Costing (accessed form Wages Details)
We recommend users resize forms by dragging their edges or corners rather than simply maximising.
We have also provided a function to reset all forms to their default sizes and positions from the Main
Menu Utilities Drop Down.

Why provide this you may ask. If you stretch the Main Menu to the right while showing a list of
Employees, you see more detail. If you stretch the Employee form to the right, all of the Tabs
become permanently visible. If you increase the height of the Wages Details form, the length of the
list available Employees grows. And so on.
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Installation
You need to do this on every computer in your business that has the Paydata package installed.
Method 1
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ensure that you have an up-to-date backup of your Paydata data.
From within the Paydata package, choose ‘Help’  ‘Download Latest Update’.
Press ‘Next’ to proceed and then ‘Start’ to bring down and install the Update.
When the program runs for the first time it may need to run a database update and
conversion routine. See below.
5. After installation, you should check that you are running Version 12.xx (Use ‘Help’  ‘About
Paydata’ to confirm). The exact sub-version is not material when updating for Version 11.
6. The process is complete.

Method 2 (Recommended if you have multiple PCs to update)
1. Go to the following Farmdata website page:
http://www.farmdata.co.uk/general-info/user-club-program-update
Beside the Paydata 12 product, use the ‘Click to download’ option and save the ‘payinst.exe’
file somewhere where it may be accessed by multiple PCs. For example, on a Network Share
or on a USB memory stick.
2. Ensure that an up-to-date backup of your Paydata data exists.
3. On each PC used for Paydata, run the ‘payinst.exe’ program. Note that Administrator
privileges are required to install the program and its pre-requisites.
4. A database update and conversion routine may need to be run the first time an updated PC
accesses an existing, unconverted, Paydata dataset. See below.
Database Update and Conversion
Some Paydata updates require changes to the database structures of existing data. If this is the case,
the first updated PC to access an ‘old’ database structure will trigger a conversion process. After
selecting a payroll, the user will see:

Answering ‘No’ bails out of Paydata. ‘Yes’ proceeds to the next step.
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This announces the Conversion Program version number. ‘Cancel’ will bail out of Paydata. Pressing
‘Start’ commences the process. Each payroll on a system is inspected and converted/updated as
required.

Upon completion, the Paydata package will exit. Re-select the icon from your desktop to start the
application.
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DISCLAIMER
Farmdata Limited assume no responsibility or liability for:
The results of any errors occurring during the update, not notified immediately to ourselves. Users failure to implement previous updates
or to incorporate any required NI/PAYE changes, whether notification was received from ourselves or not, and the results thereof. Users
failure to keep adequate numbers of complete backup sets should, for whatever reason at whatever time, it proves necessary to resort to
restoring a backup. Any work required on the part of Farmdata to ‘rescue’ data etc, is chargeable under these circumstances.
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